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Materials and Methods First-hand data from hometown powerplant.

Data

-Full record on 05/16/2019.
-Size of 4608*79.



Materials and Methods
Data

Mixed slurry(H2O)

Rising flue gas(SO2)

H2SO3 2H++CaCO3 



Methods:
Variable Selection

Variable selection by variance

Why?

- Too many data points, some of which do not provide 
useful information.

- High dimensions bring curse of dimensionality.

- Perform clustering on scattered data instead of too 
much concentrated data.



Methods pre-selection

does not give useful information and 
would impact KDE performance



Methods post-selection



Methods:
Mean-shift 
Clustering

Density-based clustering

Weighted mean:

Using Gaussian weight function:

d is distance from the current  point 
toward any other points.

    is the parameter to adjust for how fast the 
weight decreases with the increasing of distance



Methods:
Mean-shift
Clustering

● Kernel density estimator(KDE):

n is number of data,
h is bandwidth,
d is dimension of data,
K is the kernel function(we use Gaussian kernel).KDE is kind of similar to PDF

Then by gradient descent we could 
get cluster updating

Density gradient estimator:



Methods:
Mean-shift 
Clustering

● Selection of bandwidth
Applying Silverman’s rule of thumb to self-select 
bandwidth since we are using Gaussian Kernel

Examples of different bandwidths on KDE

Under-smooth
vs
Over-smooth



Methods:
K-means
Clustering

●  



Step 0: Start by choosing the initial cluster centroids 
● A common default choice is to choose 

centroids at random
● Will see later that there are smarter ways of 

initializing

 

 

 



Step 1: ●  



Step 2: ●  



K-means++:
Smart Initialization

●  



Methods:
Multidimensional
Scaling(MDS)

Multidimensional Scaling(MDS) gives a deduction in 
dimensionality so that we could have a better 
visualization while still keep the distance or pattern 
somehow.
We use Euclidean distance and metric MDS which 
preserve the pairwise distance here.



Code Implementation ● Variable selection: 
sklearn.feature_selection.VarianceThreshold



Code Implementation:
Plotting



Results:
by Pairgrid Plot



Results:
by MDS



Discussion on 
Performance

● Time

● Who’s better?



Mean-shift algorithm:

Time complexity of               

For high dimension it is time-consuming.

K-means algorithm:

is a NP-hard problem that has complexity

where t is iteration times, k is number of centroids, n is 
number of data and d is dimension.

Performance:
Time Complexity



Performance:
Who’s better?

● Silhouette Score
○ Separation between different clusters.

● Rand Index/Adjusted Rand Index
○ Calculate difference pairs between ground-truth 

clusters and model clusters.

● Calinski-Harabasz Index(Variance Ratio 
Criterion)

Not for DB

No true label

DB has always 
higher score



Performance:
Who’s better?

● Pros of mean shift(compare to k-means):
○ Mean Shift is quite better at clustering as 

compared to K Means, mainly due to the fact that 
we don't need to specify the value of 'K', i.e. the 
number of clusters.

○ Output of mean shift is not strongly dependent on 
initialization

○ The algorithm only takes one input, the 
bandwidth of the window.

○ Has smaller limitation to shape of the data.
● Cons of mean shift:

○ Mean Shift performs a lot of steps, so it can be 
computationally expensive, with a time 
complexity of           while k-means is O(n)

○ The selection of the bandwidth itself can be non-
trivial, although we introduce the silverman’s rule.

○ The performance on high dimension would not be 
good since for MISE we have:

BUT Generally



Further Discussion
● Silverman’s rule performs well on normal 

density. Otherwise might be bad-performance.

● Running time for Mean-shift is too long. 
Introducing parallel programing to be faster.

● Do not have a clear physical explanation of 
found: what do clusters of data patterns do?

● Performance measurement is not solved. 
Maybe could try Davies-Bouldin Index for non-
convex clusters.

● Do not have ground-truth labels on data set. 
Introducing labels would be better for 
quantitative measurement.

● More
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